
 

HOW IT WORKS 
 
God said to Abram: Go forth from your native land and from your father's  
house to the land that I will show you. 

 
 
I.  
 
We are nothing at first. Little more than dust,  
lucid with possibility – then fruit flies and feral dogs  
on our way to becoming a different kind of multitude. 
Go Forth, we are commanded, and our bodies rouse  
from their dark & indulgent slumber. One by one  
we enter an arrangement we barely understand.  
Still, we try to keep up our half, leave the ancestral home  
and make our way, strangers parading about  
in fancy suits of flesh. We sacrifice our choicest animals,  
mark the bodies of our young. We bow and scrape,  
but nothing seems to make us right. Like a bird,  
we crash into windows. Like an inflamed god,  
we destroy our things. Beautiful creatures, beautiful  
expectations (exceedingly numerous!). To be fair,  
there is naiveté on all sides.  
 
II. 
 
The first law of the universe goes like this: energy –  
which is simply circumstance put to good use –  
neither comes or goes. It just swirls about,  
fooling us with elaborate illusion into thinking  
that there’s something new under the sun. The second?  
Live long enough in the closed system of a promise  
and things will go wrong. Stars will fall off the edge,  
the solar plexus flicker, kneecap spin out wildly.  
This is the truth the dead know: that the meat on our bones  
is dodge & ruse, momentary spectacle meant to lure us  
into accepting the deal. And we are, each of us,  
taken in (numerous as the stars!) – even as eternity  
rights itself and the thin skin of our lives fails  
to outlast time, still we invoke the third law,  
the favored, the one we call perfection. 
 


